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From the 26th anniversary of 
the Sharpeville massacre to the 
18th year since the assassination 
of King •.. 

National Weeks of Action: 
March 21st - April 4th 

Education Held Hostage: 
Corporate Control of the University 
by Rodney Ward 

Before the Civil War, most colleges were 
denominational, and emphasized the class
ical disciplines and theology. After the 
war; businessmen who had made their 
fortunes on the war began to give money 
to colleges to qreate programs in science 
and business administration. They regarded 
universities as potential resources to 
help fill their ranks as they expanded 
their economic empires. (Clark Kerr, 
former UC President, referred to UC as a 
"Knowledge Factory", from which companies 
have their orders for managerial and 
technical staff -- us! filled. 

Corporate donors are rarely the great 
philanthropists they appear to be. They 
expect to get something out of their 
1 investment 1 in higher education. This 
was exactly what Carnegie and Rockefeller 
had in mind when they gave huge money 
grants to a select group of colleges 
around the country during the first three 
decades of this century. These two 
magnates, along with others, set out to 
standardize higher education (something 
quite useful if standard "products" are 
sought.) They were the architects of the 
modern standard four-year curriculum, and 
the modern product-rating model, the 
standard grading system. Colleges quickly 
became dependent on the grants they 
received, and found it necessary to cater 
to the wishes of Carnegie, Rocky and 
company in order to keep the money rolling 
in. 

Since the beginning of World War II, the 
U.S. government funding has surpassed 
corporate donations, accounting now for 
2/3 to 3/4 of all money granted to colleges 
and universities. Most of this money 
comes from the Department of Defense. 
Corporate influence over the universities 
has not declined, however. On the con
trary, due to the domination of corporate 
interests over political institutions in 

(cont. on page 4) 

Student Action Exposes Local Ties to Apartheid 
by Rose Braz and Steve Masover 

On Monday, March 10, for the first time 
since 1984, the Port of San Francisco was 
closed to cargo from South Africa. That 
morning, about 100 students, workers and 
community activists formed a militant 
picket so that Longshoremen could no 
longer be forced to unload South African 
cargo, as required by a Federal Court 
injunction. 

The ILWU Local 10, which conducted a 
boycott of South African cargo for eleven 
days in November of 1984, helping to 
spark a massive wave of protest against 
apartheid across the entire country, 
honored the picket line, and not a single 
crate of South African cargo dirtied the 
docks of San Francisco that day. 

The blockade, organized by UC Berkeley's 
Campaign Against Apartheid, was effective 
for over 24 hours, despite a melee on 
Monday morning during which scores of 
baton-swinging police from San Francisco 1·s 
Portrero station unsuccessfully attempted 
to scatter protesters. An evening shift 
of Longshoremen was ~ot called that night, 
as Pier owners and Nedlloyd officials 
decided how to respond to the unexpected 
blockade. Protesters who had come to 
Pier 80 to block a second shift instead 
celebrated a victory as the Nedlloyd 
Kembla waited idle at the dock. 

Two hundred protesters arrived early 
Tuesday m6rning to sustain the blockade 
for a second day. However, a force of 
75-100 San Francisco police, many of them 
from the notorious tactical-squad, formed 
in response to the Third World Strike at 
SF State during ·the Civil Rights Movement, 
was able to break the picket by surrounding 
and arresting 60 demonstrators. Longshore
men were then obliged to unload the cargo. 

On Wednesday, the California Stevedore 
and Ballast Company, the owners of the 
pier, went to court t·o seek a temporary 

restraining order against the Campaign 
Against Apartheid, all press spokespersons 
whose names had appeared in the papers, 
"Andrea Doe" and 500 John Does, in an 
attempt to prevent mass picketing at Pier 
80. Their request was denied. 

In addition to closing the Port of San 
Francisco for 24 hours, the action served 
to bring the issue of South African 
apartheid home. The mainstream media, 
which focused in early reports on police 
violence at the docks, soon turned atten
tion to the real issue: that, despite 
numerous resolutions and statements of 
solidarity with the struggle for freedom 
in South Africa by elected officials, 
business with racist South Africa goes on 
as usual here in the Bay Area. As our 
community learns more about local economic 
ties to South Africa, people will begin 
to take personal responsibility to effect 
total isolation of the apartheid regime, 

. through direct action. 

While police, using the tactics and doing 
the work of the South African government, 
were able to break the picket this time, 
a determirted group of five hundred or a 
thousand students, workers and other 
community members would be impossible-
politically, if not technically to 
dislodge from the gates of Pier 80 ·when 
the next ship bearing South African cargo 
arrives in the San Francisco Bay. 
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Welcome Back, Dennis 

After nine years as a fugitive and one 
year in prison, AIM member Dennis Banks 
is back at Pine Ridge Reservation in 
South Dakota, leading youth and alcoholism 
projects. 

Genocide Banned - Except in u.s. 

In a move that will make all known stan
dards of cynicism obsolete, the US Senate 
voted on February 19th to ratify the UN' 
Genocide Pact -- 37 years after it was 
drafted and submitted to the US for 
approval. It was passed only after a 
proviso was attached barring the US from 

·being charged with genocide under the pact. 

Academic Freedom 

Ernesto Lopez Zepada, Dean of Sciences 
and Humanities at the University of El 
Salvador, was shot twice in the chest on 
February 28th by "heavily armed men in 
civilian clothes" (read: 'death squad'). 
He is hospitalized, and in critical 
condition. 

High schools in El Salvador have been 
forced to remain closed for days at a 
time because of fear that the mi 1 i tary 
will come and forcibly recruit students 
for the government armed forces. 

US Declares War on Angola 

The US has effectively declared war on 
Angola by agreeing to provide the South 
Africa backed UNITA guerilla army with 
$10-15 million in military aid to help 
overthrow the current government. This 
move is so outrageous that even Tip 
O'Neill had to oppose it, saying that 
UNITA's leader, Joseph Savimbi, is 'a 
South African agent.~ 

Between The Lines 
State of Seige Continues 

Police killed at least six Blacks last 
week when they' tried to stop mourners 
from attending a funeral for a Black 
youth who died in an earlier fight with 
police. Of the 1,150 people reported 
killed in South Africa since· September, 
19 84 , almost all have been Black!if, and 
two-thirds were murdered by government 
forces. 

Warning: Research May be Hazardous to 
Your Health 

Recently declassified documents show that 
researchers at the Hanford Nuclear Reser
vation in Washington released 100 times 
more radioactive material than at Three 
Mile Island during one expe;•iment in 

. 1949. Researchers treated one ton of 
uranium on December 3rd of that year, and 
released a cloud of radioactive iodine 
that spread for hundreds of miles. 

Let Them Snort Coke 

After being led through the opulence of 
the Marcos' palace in Manila, Congressman 
Solarz (D-Brooklyn) said that "compared 
to Imelda Marcos, Marie Antoinette was a 
bag lady." In searching through the 
palace the new government found, among 
other necessaries, 6, 000 shoes, and 

·receipts for $3, 000,000 worth of jewels 
bougpt in one day. 

Not For Women Only: Thoughts on International Women's Day 

by Lisa Wu 

On Friday, March 8th, I slogged through 
the pouring rain to attend a gathering on 
Biko (Sproul) Plaza in celebration of 
International Women's Day. Despite the 
weather, I found a spirited group of 
women huddled together behind a banner 
reading "Women Against Oppression" on the 
steps of Biko Hall. Here are some of the 
things that we discussed on the steps 
that day, as well as my own thoughts on 
women's role and the women's movement in 
our society. 

International Women's Day has its roots 
in· a turn of the century New York City 
garment worker's strike, in which most of 
the strikers were women. Today it is a 
day for women to come together to celebrate 
being women, to empower each other for 
the process of positive change, and to 
come to a heal thy understanding of our
selves as women. 

Women are not a minority, but an exploited 
majority of the world's population, 
oppressed as a result of the interaction 
of gender, race and class. A womari on 
the steps stressed that the struggle is 
not one of middle class women trying to 
become like middle class men: rather it 
is the struggle of all oppressed women 
against a patriarchal society which 
preserves the ma'le-domina ted, hierarchical 
status-quo. "The relationship between 
men and women, based on biology and 
property, and rooted in tradition ... will 
take many years to change completely." 
Both men and women have bought into the 
system. 

Historically, women have been treated as 
the property of men. Consequently, 
modern women are raised to value themselves 
in relation to men. The woman who is 
revered is she who has "made it" by 
imitating men, by stepping into the male 
power-role, by wearing a suit with her 
high heels. She is respected for working 
seven days a week and neglecting her 
family in order to pursue a "fulfilling" 
career. Only when she has assumed the 
male role in society is a woman hailed as 
"successful", as a ful-ly "contributing" 
human being. 

But what of the traditional roles of 
homemaker and mother? These roles, 
integral and essential to any society, 
are seen as almost completely worthless 
in the prevailing, male-oriented scheme 
of values. Is .it really necessary for 
men and women to sacrifice family in 
favor of a career? Can't a person be 
both caring and strong? Should women 
really be ashamed of their roles as 

mothers and homemakers? Indeed, women 
are different from meri, but should be 
proud of the differences -- for "it is 
not difference that immobilizes us, but 
silence and fear of being different." 

Traditionally, women have been valued for 
their beauty (in men's eyes) , and this 
manifests itself today in an_obsession on 
the "body beautiful . " The way women's 
bodies are used in advertising is a daily 
assault. Women are told that they must 
meet certain standards o~ height, weight 
and proportion in order to be "beautiful", 
and thereby valuable. Consequently, many 
women are obsessed with exercise and 
dieting to the extent that anorexia 
nervosa and bulimia are considered fashion
able ailments; the SF Chronicle reported 
that 80% of femal~ fourth graders d4et. 
Must women make themselves sick to be 
valued by society? Must women wear 
tight, uncomfortable clothes, painful 
shoes, facial masks of makeup to be 
noticed? As one woman put it, "Women 
have been alienated from their bodies." 

Today, violence against women is at an 
all-time high. A woman is raped every 
three minutes in the U.S. One of four 
women will be raped by the time she is 
twenty-one. The anti-abortion movement 
has gained momentum in t.he last four 
years, and women are forced once again to 
defend their right to control their own 
bodies. For Third World women, steriliz
ation is the result of decreased govern
ment-funded abortions. It is estimated 
that one-third of Puerto Rican women, 25% 
of Black women, 42% of Native American 
women, and 22% of Chicano women have been 
sterilized. For Third World peoples, 
this is a form of genocide. 

Indeed, Third World women have had to 
develop strengths to survive which white 
women have not, and as a. result have 
become the vanguard of women's polit-ical 
struggle. In Nicaragua, El Salvador, 
Palestine and South Africa, women are 
changing their lives. During the Nicar
aguan revolution against Somoza, for 
example, women comprised a third of the 
combatants. This participation. in armed 
struggle led to a reassessment about the 
nature of women's role in society. In 
the 1830's in this country, abolitionists 
linked the struggle for women's rights 
with that of freedom for Black slaves. 
The heroic efforts of Black women such as 
Harriet Tubman are examples to all those 
who struggle for equality. The words of 
a South African Women's freedom song 
honor the strength of women: "Now you 
have touched the women, You have struck a 
rock, You have dislodged a boulder, You 
will be crushed ... " 

Ultimately, Third World women cannot be 
separated from their people as a whole, 
and therefore their struggle cannot be 
seen as separate from the struggle of 
Third World people for.self~determination 
and independence. The women's movement 
must not be seen as a Eurocentric movement 
or a separatist movement of white women, 
but as part of the global movement of 
oppressed people of all races against 
exploitation. It is a part of people 
fighting for equality, arid for the liber
ation -of the whole human race through 
that changing process. 

"We understand you tore 
little tag off your mattress ... " 

Thanks to: Rodney, Salty, Steve, Lisa, 
Rose, Monica, Brian, Dave, Bob, Brendan, 
Eric, Ben, Nancy, Stuart, John, Andrea, 
Michael, Mike, Mike, everybody on our side 
at Pier 80, and everybody else who helped 
to make this issue happen. 

Between The Lines is published by 
-th~-ca~aiQ;-Against Apartheid 

uc Berkeley 
(Meetings on Sundays, 1:30pm 

Sixth Floor, Eshleman Hall, UC Campus} 
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Get Up, Stand Up [lit~] 
by Steve Masover 

* • • • * 

"But when a long train. of abuses and 
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 
object.. evinces a design to reduce them 
[the people] under absolute despotism, it 
is their right, it is their duty, to 
throw off such government, and to provide 
new guards for their future security." 

- Declarationofindependence 

• * * * • 

Direct Action (in the left-political 
sense) is a .rather new phrase inv~nted to 
describe something that people have been 
doing for a long time. I would defi.ne 
Direct Action as: focused and unmediated 
action taken by indiviquals and groups of 
individuals to stop and/or correct some
thing that's wrong with society. 

Last week, in a Direct Action organized 
by the Campaign Against Apartheid, students 
and other community members blockaded the 
Port of San Francisco to South African 
cargo for 24 hours. Believing that 
apartheid must be ended, and that economic 
pressure applied to the racist government 
in Pretoria is one way of facilitating 
its demise, participants in the blockade 
took personal responsibility to enforce an 
embargo against goods from South Africa. 

While some might think that a 24-hour 
blockade is not very significant, others 
recognize that this relatively brief 
action contains the seed of an almost 
unimaginable power the power that 
people have when we act to realize our 
demands, rather than wait for miracles or 
politicians to change the world for us. 

Whether Direct Action has in fact affected 
the political .machinery of this or any 
other country is a well-rehearsed (and 
tired) debate. Whatever one's position, 
nobody with any respect for reality could 
argue that activism has had no effect on 
political policy in the past several 
centuries. Remember the Boston Tea Party? 

* • * 

In any case, what is quite a bit more 
important than theories of historical 
effect, at a time when we (the people) 
are encouraged by our books, newspapers, 
magazines, teachers, employers and tele
visions not to act, think, feel or know 
for ourselves, at a time when we are 
trained to let politicians and movie 
stars act for us, to let 'experts' think 
for us, and to let television's flattened 
and vicarious representations of feeling 
and knowing substitute for our own exper
ience in a time such as this, the 
essential, sweet, and truly revolutionary 
effect of Direct Action is what it does 
for participants. For each and every 
Direct Actor, the relationships to society 
and each other with which we've all been 
programmed are turned one hundred and 
eighty degrees around. 

A Direct Actor reclaims a part of our 
world which has been stolen from us -
whether a plain that has been made into a 
missile silo, or a once-liberated plaza 
that's been turned into a forum for a 
processed and packaged sort of political 
expression. Rather than watching passively 
as corporate officials, university admin
istrators, politicians and other bureau
crats shrink and fortify the boundaries of 
our physical and psychic cages, partici
pants in Direct Action begin to break 
through the walls of those prisons. 

Instead of being told "the way it is" by 
some high-paid flunky who spends most of 
his life not in the real world, but in 
front of a camera, Direct Actors get to 
stand up (or sit down) and say: ~ is 
not what we want to do; this is .what we 
want to do; and we ~Q.!L_l allow you to' 
tell us otherwise. We do not want to 
kill some abstract 'enemy' with weapons 
that will effectively destroy the earth; 
we do ~ot want to drop napalm on farmers 
in El Salvador; we do not want to give 
bullwhips to South African police; we do 
not want to destroy forests, foul rivers 
or exterminate bears; we do not want to 
eat food that's been sprayed with poisons 
and shot full of gamma rays -- and no 
slickly produced propaganda sheet, TV 
show or product is going to fool us into 
passive acceptance of things that are 
contrary to the our interests or those of 
our sisters and brothers and other.inhab
itants of this planet. 

As Direct Actors, in addition to halting, 
however briefly, the machinery of oppres
sion in whichever of its forms is targeted 
at a particular demonstration, and in 
addition to calling public attention to 
the issue . at hand, we break the very 

Botha Legalizes State of Emergency 

by Monica Gyulai 

The lifting of the State of Emergency in 
South Africa last week was a political 
move on President Pieter W. Botha's part 
to bolster the facade that the Black 
majority will not longer be victimized by 
the police and army, and that they have 
ended the rebellion against apartheid. 

Under the martial law decreed by the 
State of emergency for the last seven 
months, security forces were permitted to 
arrest without charge, detain without 
trial, impose curfews, close off areas of 
the country, conduct searches and seize 
property without warrants, and censor the 
press. 

Though lifting the s.tate of emergency is 
an essential step in the creation of a 
majority rule government, the move was 
coupled with the creation of new laws 
which will extend the police force's 
already draconian powers. "The effect of 
this is that a de facto state of emergency 
will exist throughout our country," said 
the United Democratic Front, a coalitipn 
of 650 anti-apartheid groups. Congress
ional aides agreed that the move would 
have scant impact on limiting the govern
ment's powers. 

If the international community believes 
Botha' s explanation for his action-
that unrest has subsided then the 
level of international pressure exerted 
against the apartheid regime will lessen. 
However, it is clear that the struggle 
against Botha's government continues: 

just two hours before Botha issued his 
statement, a bomb exploded in the Johann
esburg police headquarters, leaving a 4-
by-8 foot hole and shattering all the 
windows on the first five floors of the 
build.ing. 

Diplomats said that Botha' s action was 
geared to regenerating western support, 
particular1y that of the United States. 
The racist feader is striving to create a 
clean, calm and controlled image of the 
situation in South Africa so that the 
U.S. will step up its importation of that 
country's gold, diamonds, uranium and 
other goods, and extend investments and 
commitments to do business in South 
Africa. 
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chains or passivity and powerlessness 
that bind us. 

* • • 

While Direct Action is personally empower
ing and liberating, it is essential to 
realize that asserting our demands is not 
a 'morally superior' act, and that it 
gives no excuse to be smug. To express 
oneself is the rightful act of any free 
woman or man. Anyone who does feel self
righteous about acting as a free pers,on 
is, sadly, conforming to the same norm 
("we're better, they're worse") that 
underlies all racism, classism, sexism, 
eco-genocide, and other forms of oppression 

a norm that a truly free person should 
be truly free of. 

That people do tend to become smug is 
hardly surprising, though the tendency 
ought to be tolerated no more than any of 
the o.ther nonsense we've been programmed 
with. The fact is that few (if any) o~ 

us are truly free. At best, we're in the 
process of freeing ourselves. Feelings 
of superiority or smugness are just more 
symptoms of the same disease of which we 
are trying to rid both the world in 
general and ourselves in particular. 

Being a Direct Actor is part of the long 
path that we each need to travel in order 
to free ourselves from an insane way of 
being. It is part of the essential 
process that will equip us to build, from 
the decaying ruins of the society in 
which we now find ourselves··mired, a new, 
honest, respectful and vital community. 

The White House responded to Botha's 
announcement just as he'd hoped. White 
House spokesman Larry Speakes said, "We 
have long urged that the state of emergency 
be lifted as one of the steps the South 
African government must take to create 
conditions in which it would be possible 
to begin negotiations with credible black 
leaders towards meaningful reform, and a 
reduction in violence." 

Speakes' statement reflects the U.S. 
government's denial that both a de facto 
state of emergency still exists, and that 
the UDF demands "the immediate dismantling 
of apartheid so that a positive climate 
can be created for negotiations," and not 
merely this recent, farcical step of 
Botha's. 

The Front won't negotiate in .the current 
climate, but the White House, not to 
mention the U. C. Regents, can use the 
lifting of the state of emergency as 
'evidence' of an improved situation in 
South Africa. Consequently, the battle 
for political and economic measures 
against the South African government must 
be waged with increased militancy and 
force in this country, because the reality 

·is that Blacks in South Africa continue 
to be denied even the most fundamental 
human freedoms, and their desire to be 
free has not and will not be suppressed. 
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Time, Place and Manner 
March 18: "The UJt imB.te Environmental Issue" slide show 
and ''A Call For Peace" film. Co-benefit for Sierra Club 
Disarmament Subcommittee & East Bay Green Alliance. 
First Congregational Church, 2345 Channing at Dana~ 
Berkeley. Sliding Scale $3-7. 

March 18: "Big Mountain: Navajo and Hopi Indian contro
versy", Terry Wilson, Native American Studies. 105 
Northgate UCB. 7PM. 

March 18: Update .on South American Indians. Video and 
slides. Poetry and music by Indian women of the Americas. 
Benefit for South and Central American Indian Information 
Center and Amazonian Film Project. 7:30 p.m., La Pena, 
S3-5, sliding scale. 

March 18-19: "Fac'es ··of War" Controversial film on El 
Salvador. March 18 is California premiere, sponsored by 
SAICA, 7 PM. 155 Dwinelle UCB. March 19 at La Pena, 8:30. 
p:m. Benefit for Neighbor to Neighbor, $3. 

March 19: "Crisis in the Black Family" Ray Thomas, 
Afro-American Studies. 159 Mulford, UC Campus. 7PM. 

March 20: "Africa, Asia & Latin America: In Struggle for 
Freedom- A Cultural Program in Rememb!'ance of Sharpeville 
1960." 6:30 PM Potluck. B PM Cultural Program. Sponsored 
by United People of Color. Chicano Cultural Center, 2536 
Channing Way, Berkeley. 

March 20: FUm Ser.ies on Central America. "Target Nica
_ragua 11 and 11 Dawn of the People: The Nicaraguan Literacy 
Crusade." Sponsored by SAICA.and BDCC, 8 PM. 105 North
gate, UCB. 

March 20: Communi ty-Ba15ed Economics lecture on "Limits 
to Alternativism", Tom Athanasiou. 7:30PM, 2151 Vine near 
Walnut, Berkeley. 525-7035. 

EDUCATION HELD HOSTAGE 
(Continued from Page 1) 

the U.S. , government 
university generally 
corporate interests. 

involvement in the 
serves to advance 

Most of the money available to colleges 
c~mes in the form of research grants. 
The various departments at colleges 
become dependent on this money to survive, 
and are forced to meet the needs of their 
"benef·actors" over and above other con
siderations. Since most of the money 
available comes from corporate sources 
and the DoD, colleges are forced to woo 
those donors in order to survive. As a 
result, the universities advance the 
interests of profit and the U.S. military 
at the expense of ~uman need. 

Many examples of this sort of collusion 
with business and military interests can 
be found in the University of California. 
For example, UC has helped agribusiness 
to attack the labor movement among farm
workers by developing a square tomato 
that can be picked by machine (eliminating 
the need for the workers. ) UC looks 
after the interests of the Pentagon by 
managing the Livermore and Los Alamos 
Weapons Labs, where all nuclear weapons 
in the US arsenal have been developed, 
and by doing Star Wars research in c·ory 
Hall. .Our university manages the Naval 
Biosciences Labs in Oakland, where germ 
warfare is researched especially 
"ethnic weapons", or diseases that affect 
different racial groups differently. 
And, of course, the university maintains 
a military outpost on most of the nine 
campuses. the ROTC mi 1 i tary training 
program. 

The structure of corporate control is 
reinforced by placing corporate and 
government bigwigs in positions of power 
throughout the administration. The most 
blatant example of this is the UC Board 
of Regents, which has the last word on 
a'll poJicy decisions at the University of 
california. Members of the Board of 
Regents include the director of Reagan's 
Intelligence Oversight Gommittee, a 
director of Lockheed Corporation, a 
commander from the Bay of Pigs invasion, 
and a director of the Executive Committee 
of the Coun·cil of California Growers, 
among others. The lower echelons of UC's 
bureaucracy are riddled with the same 
kind of corporate leaders as the Regents. 
Most departments have an Advisory Committee 
which plays a major role in departmental 
policy. Among members of the advisory 
committees of the School of Business 

March 21: 1986 Bay Area Asian American International 
Film Festival. 5:30 PM, Dwinelle Hall. UCB. For info on 
other dates and locations call 863-0814. 

March 21: Work-A-Day with El Salvador. Help send direct 
aid to Salvadoran communities. Music. $4 or one day's 
wages. 7:30PM. La Pena. 3105 Shattuck, 549-2114. 

March 21: Coastline Deadline. Last chance to save coast 
from offshore drilling. Rally and public hearing. 9 AM 
t-o 4 PM. Port Mason Conferenc-e Center, Bu.! lding. A, SF. 
Far info call Sierra Club at 653-6127 or Greenpeace at 
474-6767. 

March 21 · Big Mountain Spring Equinox Unity Gathering. 
Movie, slide show, entertainment. $2-5 sliding scale. 7 
PM, Unitarian Fellowship Hall, 1924 Cedar at Bonita. 

March 22-23: Nonviolent Civil Disobedience to protest 
·strategic Defense Initiative on 3rd Anniversary· of 
Reagan's "Star Wars'' speech. Legal rally and march at 
Sunnyvale Civic Center on the 22nd (Saturday) with civi.l 
disobedience both days at: Lockheed Corp., NASA's Ames 
Research Center, and the "Blue Cube." For more info call 
the Sa~ Jose Peace Center, (408) 297-2299. 

March 23: Jewish Women for Secular Mid-East. Open, 
introductory meeting for those who agree that the State 
ot Israel is not the answer to racism and War. At Quanyin, 
513 Valencia (near 16th and Mission) SF. 3 PM. 845-4143. 

March 23: Music/Comedy/Poetry in People's Park with 
Stoney Burke, Cloudy the Scribbler, The Bubble Lady, 
Vicious Hippies, etc. Free. 

March 24: Adolfo Perez Esquivel, 1980 Nobel Peace Laureate 
and victim of imprisonment and torture in Argentina. 
7:30 PM. Wheeler Aud., UCB. $6 students, $10 general. 
841-6190. 

Administration, the College of Chemistry 
and the Engineering School are: the 
president of Bank of America, the vice
president of Exxon, and the chairman of 
Dow Research. 

It is cl.~ar why UC is so recalcitrant 
when it comes to meeting student demands 
on divestment and other issues. The 
university considers the student a com
modity to be produced, not heard. Its 
priority is to help the rich and powerful 
stay rich and powerful. It fears giving 
in to students, because once students 

March 26: Two films about sex roles. "Growing Up Female: 
As Six Become One" and "Men•s Lives." $1 donation. 7 PM. 
La Pena, 3105 S~attuck, Berkeley. 

March 27: Film Series on Central America. "El Salv11dor: 
Another· Vietnam" and "Guazapa: The Pace of War in El 
Salvador." sponsored by SAICA. and BDCC. 8 PM, 105 North
gate, UCB. 

March 28: Peacemaking at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 
Good' Friday worship service and civil disobedience. 7 
AM. For info and nonviolence training call 644-3031. 

Compiled by David Lukas and Bob Goss. 

[Submit events for listing in Between the Lines at 613 
Eshelman Hall, one week prior to .publication.) 
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find they can change both the university 
and the world, they are a danger to the 
power of the corporate elite, which is 
the university's sustenance, structure 
and master. 

[Information for this article came from: 
This Book is Not Required, Inge Bell; 
Tri:!_ater~:!_ism, Holly Sklar; !_97Q__Q_is
orien:tation__l>1agazine, Berkeley Students 
for Peace; The Uses of the University, 
Clark Kerr;--an~st~g~~uting, 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
Check it out.] 

·The Indian Wars Never Ended 

by Brian Hebert 

The u.s. government and multinationals 
are at it again. They've found coal and 
uranium in one of their colonies, and 
they're after it. It should be easy. 
The local government was created by the 
U.S.; it's democratic. in appearance--
10% of the pripulationvotes, 90% boycotts 
the elections; and it's very friendly. A 
lot of money, billions of dollar's, is 
going to change hands, and there '11 be 
enough for everyone. 

Only one problem in the way of Progress 
and Development. 10,000 indigenous 
people curr~ntly occupy the mineral rich 
land that so desperately needs to be 
strip-mined. This is a problem. Moving 
them will entail violations of interna
tional human rights law, the recently 
approved . genocide convention and the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (which speci
fically prohibits forced relocation of 
indigeno~s population~ from this colony. 

Tough problems can be surmounted, however. 
You see, most Americans don't know about, 
let alone care about, international law. 
Most of the u.S. press won't bother to 
cover something happening in a far away 
colony (ask the Marshall Islanders). 
And, most importantly, vi tal U.S. interests 
are at stake -- energy self-sufficiency 
in the face of a. 'rapidly deteriorating' 
Middle East. So it looks like another 
easy business transaction. No problem. 

Navajo colony, and that spells trouble 
for vital U.S. economic and strategic 
interests. For this colony is not some 
distant Pacific atoll, but lie.s right 
next door, in the state of Arizona. 

So let's get serious. 

Ten to fifteen thousand Navajo are sched
uled for forced relocation next~. 
This isn't someone else, in sbme other 
place, at some other time. This is us, 
right here, right now. 

If things go as the U.S. government 
plans, this wili be the largest forced 
relocation of AmericaJ:;l Indians this 
century. These are some of the most 
traditional native people left in the 
"United States." They are a matriarchal, 
self-sufficient shepherd people. Their 
economy is collective, and does no damage 
to the earth. All that they want is 
self-determination. 

Next July, they will be considered tres
passers on their own land. They will be 
arrested by a combined force of U.S. 
Marshals, FBI, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
police and Goldwater's National Guard. 
They will be placed in temporary camps 
(like the Haitians? like the Cubans?) 
and eventually resettled into an abso·lutely 
foreign culture, American cities. 

This can and must be stopped. 

We must break the ten year media silence 
on the criminal act of congress that 
'legalized' this relocation. We must 
send material aid to the ten to fifteen 
thousand resisters, who have already had 
90% of their herds confiscated by the 
government under the pretext of "over
grazing", in an effort to starve them off 
the land. We must pressure the legislature 
to support, the bill for repeal of P. L. 
93-531. 

Contact the Big Mountain Support Group to 
find out more about this complex issue. 
Save time and energy for Big Mountain 
Week, April 7-11. 

And talk about it. Break the silence. 
Because time is really running out. 

Big Mountain Support Group 
408 Eshleman 653-0902 


